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Abstract 

In this master thesis project the possibility to model the response of a wing 

when subjected to bird strike using finite elements is analyzed. Since this 

transient event lasts only a few milliseconds the used solution method is 

explicit time integration. The wing is manufactured using carbon fiber 

laminate. Carbon fiber laminates have orthotropic material properties with 

different stiffness in different directions. Accordingly, there are damage 

mechanisms not considered when using metal that have to be modeled when 

using composites. One of these damage mechanisms is delamination which 

occurs when cured layers inside a component become separated. To simulate 

this phenomenon, multiple layers of shell elements with contact in between are 

used as a representation of the interface where a component is likely to 

delaminate. 

By comparing experimental and simulated results the model of delamination is 

verified and the influence of different parameters on the results is investigated. 

Furthermore, studies show that modeling delamination layers in each possible 

layer of a composite stack is not optimal due to the fact that the global stiffness 

of the laminate is decreased as more layers are modeled. However, multiple 

layers are needed in order to mitigate the spreading of delamination and obtain 

realistic delaminated zones. 

As the laminates are comprised of carbon fiber and epoxy sheets it is of 

importance to include damage mechanisms inside each individual sheet. 

Accordingly, a composite material model built into the software is used which 

considers tensile and compressive stress in fiber and epoxy. The strength limits 

are then set according to experimental test data. 

The bird is modeled using a mesh free technique called Smooth Particle 

Hydrodynamics using a material model with properties similar to a fluid. The 

internal pressure of the bird model is linked to the change in volume with an 

Equation of State. By examining the bird models behavior compared to 

experimental results it is determined to have a realistic impact on structures. 

A model of the leading edge is then subjected to bird strike according to 

European standards. The wing skin is penetrated indicating that 

reinforcements might be needed in order to protect valuable components 

inside the wing structure such as the fuel tank. However, the results are not 

completely accurate due to the fact that there is little experimental data 

available regarding soft body penetration of composite laminates. As a 

consequence, the simulation cannot be confirmed against real experimental 

results and further investigations are required in order to have confidence in 

modeling such events. Furthermore, the delamination due to the bird strike 

essentially spreads across the whole model. Since only one layer of 

delamination is included the spread is most likely overestimated. 



Sammanfattning 

I denna rapport undersöks möjligheten att modellera responsen av en 

vingframkant tillverkad av kolfiberlaminat då den utsätts för en fågelkollision. 

Då detta förlopp endast utspelas under ett fåtal millisekunder används explicit 

tidsintegration som lösningsmetod. Eftersom kolfiberlaminat är ett ortotropt 

material med olika styvhet i olika riktningar finns det skademekanismer som 

måste tas med i modellen som inte behövs övervägas då metall används. En av 

dessa skademekanismer är delaminering som uppkommer då hopsmälta lager 

separerar i själva kompositkomponenten. För att möjliggöra simulering av 

detta fenomen används multipla lager av skalelement med kontakt emellan som 

representationer av möjliga interface där komponenten kan delaminera.  

Genom att jämföra med resultat från experiment kan modellen för 

delaminering verifieras och olika parametrars påverkan på resultaten 

undersöks. Det visar sig att det inte är optimalt att modellera 

delamineringslager i alla möjliga lager av en kompositstack då detta gör att den 

globala styvheten för laminatet degraderas. Dock behövs ett flertal lager för att 

inte få en överdriven utspridning av delamineringen. 

Eftersom laminaten består av kolfiber/epoxi-skikt är det även viktigt att 

modellera skademekanismer inuti dessa. Inbyggt i mjukvaran finns en 

kompositmaterialmodell som tar hänsyn till drag och tryckspänningar i både 

fiber och epoxi. Med hjälp av denna sätts gränser för skiktens styrka i både 

spänningar och töjningar enligt provdata. 

Fågeln modelleras genom användning av SPH-(Smooth Particle 

Hydrodynamics) partiklar som ansätts materialegenskaper liknande en fluid. 

Vidare så länkas fågelmodellens inre tryck mot dess volymändring med en så 

kallad EOS (Equation of State). Genom att undersöka fågelmodellens 

beteende jämfört med experimentella resultat bekräftas att dess påverkan på 

strukturer är realistiskt. 

En modell av vingframkanten utsätts sedan för fågelkollisionsprov enligt 

Europeisk standard och resultaten utvärderas. Penetration av vingskalet sker 

vilket indikerar att förstärkningar kan behövas för att skydda känsliga 

komponenter så som bensintankar inne i flygplansvingen. Resultaten är dock 

inte helt tillförlitliga eftersom det finns ont om experimentella data där mjuka 

föremål orsakar penetration av kompositplattor. Detta innebär att de 

simulerade resultaten ej kan korreleras mot verkliga resultat och vidare 

underökningar behövs för att möjliggöra simuleringar där resultaten har högre 

konfidens. Gällande delamineringen så sprids denna tills ränderna av modellen 

på grund av kollisionen. Dock inkluderas endast ett lager med delaminering i 

modellen vilket troligen överskattar utbredningen. 
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1. Introduction 
During flight airborne vehicles share the airspace with birds and therefore 

aircraft has to be able to withstand bird strike situations without catastrophic 

failure. To ensure the safety the aircraft must fulfill international bird strike 

regulations [1] before approved airworthy. To fulfill these regulations the 

aircraft has to be able to land safely subsequent to a collision event. Light 

weight metal, such as Aluminum, has been used in the aerospace industry for 

decades. The material behavior is therefore well known when subjected to 

impact and bird collision rarely leads to complications with these types of 

aircraft. 

Due to the fact that all major companies in the aeronautical industry 

increasingly utilize composite materials in aircraft, the impact properties of 

these kinds of materials need further investigation. Composites are used in 

aeronautic applications, amongst other things, because they have superior 

weight to stiffness ratio when compared to other materials. This leads to 

lightweight structures that consume less fuel than previous generations without 

loss in security or comfort. There are also new manufacturing possibilities with 

composites that enable novel ideas in aircraft design. As the usage of 

composites increase there are many shortcomings to address before this class 

of materials can be used to its full potential. 

In this paper the impact behavior of a composite leading edge wing structure is 

analyzed with respect to residual stresses and other phenomena that can 

weaken the structure. Delamination is one phenomena that can weaken the 

overall stiffness of the structure and thus make a wing unusable post-impact if 

damage is too severe. If delamination is induced in a composite material it 

behaves in effect as a crack and may grow if subjected to cyclic loading. 

Delamination also reduces the allowable buckling loads in the structure. In 

worst case scenarios this could lead to complete failure. 

1.1 Clean Sky 

The Clean Sky project is a pan-European project involving universities and 

companies from a number of counties. The goal of the project is to develop 

environmentally friendly aircraft in order to reduce the negative effect the 

aeronautical business has on the environment. The project started in 2008 and 

will continue until 2013 [2]. In addition to SAAB AB a number of big 

companies from the aerospace industry participate in the project such as 

Airbus, Rolls-Royce and Dassault amongst other. Funding for the project is 

done by means of a fifty-fifty deal between the European Commission and the 

aerospace industry. The objectives of the project involve lowering emissions of 

environmentally harmful emissions such as NOx (nitrogen oxides), making the 

life-cycle of a aircraft more effective and reducing weight and optimizing 

airflow to save fuel.  
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As a part of this project SAAB AB has manufactured a wing section, , that 

produces laminar flow over a much larger part of the airfoil compared to 

conventional wing design. This results in more fuel efficient flying. The part is 

shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. The bottom of the composite wing section manufactured at SAAB AB. 

1.2 Goals 

The purpose of this master thesis project is to investigate the possibility to 

numerically asses a novel leading edge design included in the European project 

Clean Sky. The leading edge is made of carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) 

where the first spar is integrated in the cured laminate as depicted in Figure 1 

and Figure 2. The blowup in Figure 2 depicts how sheets bend around the 

corner in order to integrate the spar. This design allows for a better airflow 

over the wing since drag from rivets and other fastening devices otherwise 

used to anchor the first spar and reinforcing stringers in the leading edge are 

absent. On the other hand, since this type of design is novel the response 

during impact scenarios such as bird strike is not well know and thus needs to 

be further investigated regarding delamination and post impact strength of the 

structure. 
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Figure 2. Conceptual illustration of integrated CFRP leading edge wing design. 

1.3 Wildlife strike to civil aircraft 

As a consequence to the numbers of flights, domestic and international, 

gradually increasing every year the number of reported wildlife strike to aircraft 

increase [3]. The U.S. Department of Agriculture attributes this increase to the 

simultaneous increase of wildlife population and air traffic over the last two 

decades. According to reference [3], the number of strike events in the US was 

9,474 in the year 2009 alone. This number is most likely a large 

underestimation of the actual number of events taking place due to the fact 

that there is no mandatory reporting procedure considering collision events 

neither in the US or the rest of the world. Nevertheless, approximately 97 

percent of the reported strikes involved birds leading to the conclusion that 

this is a serious issue for the aerospace industry and something that has to be 

considered when designing aircraft. Consequently, there are standards 

considering bird strike that an aircraft has to fulfill before approved. 

At the moment there exist two different standards, one for the US and for 

Europe, which have in essence the same requirements. Regarding an aircraft 

wing leading edge the criterion is stated by the EASA [4]: 

“The aircraft should be able to safely continue flying after striking a 1.8 kg 

bird at design cruise speed (Vc).” 

This is the only criterion regarding this area of the plane currently supplied and 

thus leaves it up to manufacturers to decide if the aircraft can or cannot safely 

continue flying post-impact. Additionally, there exist scenarios where the 

kinetic energy of the collision event would greatly exceed the criterion, for 

example if the bird is of larger species and has larger mass than the one 
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specified. Figure 3 is an illustration of post-impact damage of the leading edge 

of a wing displaying the large forces involved in bird strike events. 

 

Figure 3. Damage on a leading edge due to a bird strike event. Source: Reference [4]. 

1.3.1 Bird strike causing permanent damage 

The percentage of bird strikes resulting in permanent damage and 

consequently aborted flights is much lower than the number of recorded 

events. In the year 2009 the percentage of strike events leading to damage was 

approximately 6 per cent with damage occurring at different locations of the 

aircraft [4]. This number is typical for the whole reported time span (1990-

2009) and thus the actual number of flights affected by the impact is much 

lower than the number of strikes reported. The percentage of fatal accidents is 

even fewer as seen in Figure 4. The component of the aircraft subjected to 

damage most often is the engine followed by different parts of the fuselage 

such as the windshield, radome and wings. 
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Figure 4. Distribution of accidents over the years 1999-2008. Source: Reference [4]. 

Many of these fatal accidents involve light aircraft where pilots have been 

severely injured subsequent to a bird colliding and penetrating the windshield, 

hitting the pilot while doing so. This is supposedly an effect of the fact that 

these light aircraft are not incorporated in any restrictions regarding impacts to 

the windshield. In addition, these planes fly in the danger zone, below 800 ft 

where 85 per cent of accidents happened, to a much greater extent than the 

heavy aircraft. As a consequence the EASA requests updated regulations to 

include windshield damage restrictions regarding these types of aircraft. 
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2. Theory 
A bird strike event is a complicated physical problem with fluid to solid 

interaction in a short time frame. Many different phenomena need to be 

correctly described to yield relevant and accurate results. Firstly, the bird has to 

deform and disintegrate realistically to ensure proper transfer of forces to the 

composite structure. Secondly, the structural part has to fail realistically due to 

the bird strike in order to properly transfer forces to the rest of the structure 

where delamination is a possibility. Great care has to be taken to independently 

confirm each of these phenomena against reliable sources, such as 

experimental reports and well-known theories of mechanics, before executing a 

complete simulation where including all parts at the same time. 

2.1 Soft body modeling 

Collisions between birds and airborne vehicles occur at velocities above 100 

m/s due to the fast movement of the aircraft. This leads to a rapid collision 

event where the birds yield strength is highly exceeded. To adequately describe 

the deterioration of the bird in this case it has been shown that a fluid like 

model well predicts available experimental data [5]. Since the bird deformation 

is extreme there are difficulties when using the finite element approach due to 

large mesh distortion. There are ways to overcome this problem with both 

mesh and mesh free solutions. 

2.1.1 Lagrangian 

The Lagrangian method uses the solid elements that are usually implemented 

in commercial finite element software to model the bird. When performing an 

explicit analysis of a crash the minimum time step is determined by the 

shortest typical length of any element in the simulation. Consequently, this 

leads to very small time steps due to the great deformation of the mesh during 

impact. Often this leads to premature termination of the program due to time 

steps being too small. Several other ways of modeling the bird have recently 

gained approval, such as ALE and SPH, and thus this method is becoming 

obsolete when considering extreme deformation impact simulation [5].  

2.1.2 ALE – Arbitrary Lagrangian Eularian 

This approach uses a fixed mesh in space where the material can flow freely 

through the mesh, i.e. the mesh is not attached to the material, thus dealing 

with the mesh distortion problem of the normal Lagrangian approach. Even 

though this approach adequately can describe the fluid-structure interaction it 

is still relatively costly considering simulation time compared to other 

techniques. Also, the spread of material is limited by the considered meshed 

domain. 
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2.1.3 SPH – Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics 

Originally developed for astrophysics, this method is commonly used to model 

a bird in the aerospace industry today. In contrast to other mesh based 

techniques SPH uses discrete particles with individually prescribed properties 

[6]. Every particle is coupled with its neighbors through a smoothing kernel 

function that estimates the value of a state in a certain point through 

interpolation. These particles are easily coupled with normal solid and shell 

elements and thus contact can be assigned between the two. Since the particles 

are not topologically coupled they can break free and thus this method can 

reassemble a disintegrating object, like a bird impacting a wing, better than the 

other available modeling techniques. Also, since this method is mesh free there 

is no need for erosion of elements subjected to extreme deformation. Erosion 

refers to the act of removing finite elements from the simulation due to 

different criterions like material strength or extremely deformed elements. 

When modeling the bird erosion of elements can results in loss of energy in 

the system since mass is simply removed. This phenomenon should be avoided 

in order to not affect the simulation.  

2.2 Composite materials 

Composite materials are often superior to other materials traditionally used in 

aviation such as aluminum and steel in many aspects. This is mainly due to 

their high ratio of stiffness versus weight. There are many different kinds of 

composite materials where different materials are combined to obtain 

characteristics that surpass them if used individually. Sandwich structures use a 

lightweight core with stiff boundaries to obtain very stiff and light components 

while laminates use thin layers of composite fabric and combine them with 

epoxy to shape and cure them into complex components. 

In aviation the kind of composite used in a certain application is determined by 

its specific purpose. To construct the leading edge of a wing one 

manufacturing technique is to use previously impregnated carbon fiber sheets 

(pre-pregs) shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. A roll of pre-preg carbon fiber fabric. 
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These sheets can have a grid like structure where the fibers are braided into 

patterns that give the sheets equal strength in both in-plane directions. On the 

other hand there are unidirectional types of sheets where the carbon fibers are 

all in the same direction, resulting in one stiff and one weak direction. A single 

layer usually has a thickness of 0.1 to 0.2 mm and can be layered multiple times 

before cured into one solid composite component. By rotating the layers with 

respect to each other the stiffness of the component can be adjusted optimally 

for its purpose. In many applications the layup is done symmetrically to 

achieve a quasi-isotropic laminate i.e. the stiffness is equal in the both in-plane 

directions. In practice this is done by rotating the layers in the sequence 

(0/±45/90) where the numbers represent degrees compared to zero direction, 

and then repeating until desired thickness is achieved.  

2.2.1 Damage in composite materials 

Since composite layups are orthotropic materials with different characteristics 

along the fibers, across the fibers and out of plane there is a possibility of 

delamination between plies when they are subjected to loads. Delamination 

denotes that layers previously cured together become separated and are 

allowed to move freely relative to each other. This weakens the component 

and can also be a starting point for cracks ultimately leading to complete 

failure. Matrix cracking is a similar damage mechanism in composite 

components where the fibers in a layer completely break. This occurs in the ply 

itself and decreases the global stiffness of the laminate. Here the damage is 

contained within one ply, between fibers, but can also initiate crack growth. 

Delamination occurs in composite materials as a consequence of normal and 

shear forces between plies in the layup. These forces can arise from any kind of 

stress state where the plies are subjected to interlaminar shear or tensile stress. 

Following delamination the global stiffness of the composite component is 

decreased since plies are free to move relative to each other. If a laminate is 

subjected to compressive loads delamination can also affect the minimum 

buckling load of a structure in a negative sense. Moreover, since the buckling 

load often is the dimensioning load in aircraft manufacturing any degradation 

in this regard is important to identify. 

2.2.2 Models of delamination  

There are several ways to model the delamination in the software LS-DYNA®. 

In order to have an industry relevant modeling technique, considerations 

regarding accuracy versus effectiveness and robustness are made. Following are 

some techniques suggested in literature and used elsewhere in the industry to 

simulate delamination in composite components using finite elements. 
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2.2.3 Cohesive Zone Modeling 

In [7] Cohesive Zone Modeling (CZM) is used to simulate delamination in 

composite components. CZM uses elements in between the plies of the 

composite to model the zone where the crack will propagate. These elements 

have an initial thickness of zero and deform as the interfaces of the plies move 

relative to each other. The failure of the elements is described by an energy 

based criterion that relates the maximum stress of the interface with the 

maximum displacement allowed for the interface elements.  

Since this method requires a large number of elements in the cohesive zone to 

adequately represent the stress at the crack front it is computationally 

expensive. To obtain industry relevant simulation times of delamination in 

composites, other methods are compared to CZM. 

2.2.4 DYCOSS Discrete Crack Model 

This method is based on a traction-separation law with a delamination criterion 

that considers both tangential and normal displacement [6].There is no need 

for cohesive elements in this model. Instead the nodes of one surface are 

directly bonded to another surface and the traction between them is a result of 

the relative displacement of initially coincident nodes and surfaces. When the 

displacement reaches a critical value the bond starts to develop damage and its 

maximum traction limit is decreased until complete failure occurs, see Figure 6 

for an illustration of the traction law. 

Traction

Displacement

Tmax

E

Area = Energy

Traction

Displacement

Tmax

E

Area = Energy

 

Figure 6. Traction - separation law for delamination contact. 

When implemented in the software, the law considers tractions and 

displacements in both normal and shear directions and evaluates the damage 

from a combination of both using an equation given in [6]. The energy under 

the curve in Figure 6 is in effect the energy needed to create new surfaces in a 
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solid, sometimes referred to as the fracture toughness of a material. When the 

bond has reached full damage the bond is removed and the contact is 

automatically switched to normal penalty based contact only considering 

compressive stress between the parts.  

2.3 Governing equations 

The commercial software LS-DYNA® is a finite element code suitable for large 

deformations and strains that primarily uses explicit time integration as 

solution method. This method seeks to find a solution that satisfies the Cauchy 

Equation of Motion [8] for a continuum with given boundary conditions 

dt

dv
fσ         (1) 

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor, ρ is the continuum density, v is the 

velocity and f is the body force density. This equation can be rewritten for a 

discrete case where the continuum (geometry) is discretized using finite 

elements and the stresses, strains and body forces for each time step are 

calculated using non-linear finite element theory where the internal and 

external forces are updated for every element at every time step. 

To find the unknown displacements of the system at a time step LS-DYNA® 

numerically integrates the equations of motions for each discrete node in the 

system using the central-difference technique. The program discretizes the time 

domain using the maximum allowed time step given by the Courant-Frederick-

Levy Criteria [6] stated as: 

c

l
t        (2) 

where Δt is the time step, l is the minimum characteristic length of any element 

in the simulation and c is the speed of sound in the medium. This stability 

criterion ensures that a shockwave, traveling at the speed of sound in the 

material, does not cross a complete element in one time step. Next, the scheme 

illustrated in Diagram 1 is used to find the displacements, velocities and 

accelerations at each time step until termination time is reached.  
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Start 

 

Known accelerations,  

velocities and displacements 

an, vn and dn at time n. 

Time step split 

 

Determine mid time  

step parameters 

n-1/2 & n+1/2. 

New Velocities 

 

Find vn+1/2 by taking 

vn+1/2 = vn-1/2+Δt·an 

New Displacements 

 

Find dn+1 by taking 

dn+1 = dn+ Δt·vn+1/2 

New strains & stresses 

 

dn+1εn+1σn+1 

New internal forces  

and accelerations 

 

σn+1Fn+1 

an+1= Fn+1/m 

 

Diagram 1. Flow scheme for explicit time integration. 
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3. Method 
In order to verify the modeling of the composite laminate structure, the bird 

substitute and their interaction with each other, each part is confirmed against 

experimental results and other findings in literature. As confidence is achieved 

in each part they are linked together in order to investigate their combined 

results. The main concern in this study is how to properly simulate 

delamination with shell elements and achieve correct absorbed energy and 

delaminated area when a composite laminate absorbs damage. 

3.1 Implementation of delamination 

To ensure that the DYCOSS model can describe the interlaminar failure of 

composites the results of two experiments from [7] are compared with the 

results obtained in LS-DYNA®. Multiple double cantilever beam (DCB) and 

three end notched flexure (3ENF) test are performed to obtain the correct 

parameters for mode I and mode II delamination, respectively. Material data 

for the pre-preg Hexcel HTA/6376 is given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Material properties for Hexcel HTA/6376 carbon/epoxy. 

Fracture 

Toughness 
[J/m

2
] 

Elastic modulus [GPa] Poisson’s ratio [1] 

GIC 1002 E1 E2 E3 G12 G13 G23 ν12 ν13 ν23 

GIIC 260 120 11.5 11.5 5.25 5.25 3.48 0.3 0.3 0.5 

The specimens are modeled using fully integrated shell elements of type 16 in 

LS-DYNA® [6]. Each sheet in the components layup, with specifications found 

in [7], is modeled using a built in function in the software. With every modeled 

sheet there is a discrete integration point where the stress is evaluated. This 

enables the possibility to analyze the stress in each sheet of the laminate stack. 

The DCB specimen is subjected to a crack opening displacement, see Figure 7, 

and the resulting force is gauged to obtain a displacement versus force 

function. 
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Figure 7. The DCB specimen with 2.5 mm mesh clamped at the leftmost end and 
subjected to a prescribed displacement at the rightmost end. 

The load-displacement curve is compared to experimental results in order to 

adjust the parameters of the software and to enable the use of coarser meshes 

while still getting a realistic delamination. The same is done in the 3ENF test 

where the specimen is subjected to bending until failure occurs in mode II, see 

Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. The 3ENF specimen with 2.5 mm mesh simply supported at the left end and 
rolling supported at the right end. Displacement is applied at the centerline of the 

specimen. 

According to [7] the mesh size must be smaller than the length of the cohesive 

zone to obtain accurate results. When the delamination of a big composite 

component is analyzed this is not practically possible due to long 

computational times and consequently a coarser mesh must be utilized.  
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Therefore, and due to the fact that a coarse mesh cannot accurately describe 

the stress concentration in the crack front, the normal and shear failure stress 

is scaled to obtain the correct relation between displacement and force even 

with larger element sizes that can provide industry relevant simulation times. 

This is also to ensure that the crack initiation load is equal among all used 

mesh sizes.  See Figure 9 for results concerning the 2.5 mm model. 
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Figure 9. The load-displacement curve used to determine failure stress parameter. 

Since the peak traction depicted in Figure 6 is modified, the software 

automatically scales the maximum displacement allowed before the contact is 

released. This is done to ensure that the energy under the curve remains 

constant according to the materials fracture toughness.  

The DCB test is used to obtain the mesh dependence of the normal failure 

stress and the 3ENF specimen is used to obtain shear failure stress. Three 

mesh sizes normally used at SAAB AB for simulation are investigated to enable 

usage of the delamination model with coarser mesh, for results see Table 2. 

Table 2. The maximum stress before failure depending on mesh size. 

Failure stress [MPA] Experimental [6] 
Mesh size 

2.5mm 5mm 10mm 

σIMAX 30 20 10 5 

σIIMAX 60 40 25 12 
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The data is then used to interpolate and extrapolate a logarithmic function for 

mesh size versus failure stress to enable usage in models where the mesh size is 

not constant. Resulting functions are shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Functions describing the failure stress for varying mesh size. 

3.2 Damage modeling in composite materials 

Using the method described in section 3.1, the delamination of a composite 

plate subjected to a high mass drop test is analyzed and compared to 

experimental results [9]. A real composite layup consist of many sheets which 

each have the potential to delaminate and obtain damage to absorb energy. 

Due to stability and computational considerations all sheets can not be 

implemented in the finite element analysis (FEA), thus some simplifications 

have to be made. Considering that the maximum shear stress in a composite 

layup subjected to out of plane bending likely is close to the center of the 

specimen thickness it is reasonable to assume delamination occurs here first. 

Therefore, a composite layup could be modeled with one delamination layer at 

the center as a macro representation of the total delamination. In order to 

investigate the influence of the numbers of layers where the virtual 

delamination can take place models with more layers are evaluated in addition 

to the single layer model. 

3.2.1 Computational modeling of large mass impact tests  

Using the experimental setup found in [9] a composite layup is modeled which 

consist of 48 sheets of Hexcel HTA/6376 carbon/epoxy with material data 

according to Table 1 where the 1-direction is in the fiber direction, 2 is the 

perpendicular in plane direction to 1 i.e. the matrix strength and the 3-direction 
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is out of plane from the 1- and 2-direction according to the right hand rule. 

The specific laminate chosen was considered first due to the fact that the 

estimated material damage post-impact in the laminate was limited and thus 

gave an opportunity to analyze delamination in an isolated manner without 

considering interlaminar damage. 

The specimen shown in Figure 11 is a rectangular plate with dimensions 230 

by 150 mm with the short edges clamped (i.e. all degrees of freedom locked), 

the long edges simply supported (i.e. out of plane movement restricted) and 

modeled using shell elements. 

 

Figure 11. The specimen during simulation with a 5 mm mesh. The sphere represents 
the large mass indenter. 

The large mass is a 6.14 kg steel weight with a spherical contact surface 

towards the composite plate with a radius of 7.5 mm. During tests the large 

mass impacts the plate in the specimen center with a kinetic energy of 30 J 

resulting in an impact velocity of 3.13 m/s according to equation 

2

2

1
mvEk       (3) 

where Ek is kinetic energy, m is mass and v is velocity. The large mass is 

implemented as a contact entity with given mass and velocity. The material of 

the mass is perfectly rigid. 

The specific composite layup consist of 48 sheets, resulting in a total thickness 

of 6.24 mm, where the directions of the individual sheets follows a layup 

sequence of [(0/±45/90)s/(90/±45/0)s]3. This layup results in a quasi-isotropic 

laminate where the global stiffness in the 1- and 2-directions are in effect 

identical. Older methods used in computational modeling of composite 

components use “effective stiffness” based material modeling where the 

combined stiffness of multiple plies is calculated and applied to an orthotropic 

material model. When considering failure this kind of modeling is to crude 
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since individual sheets will experience highly different stress levels due to their 

direction and specific load conditions. Given this fact, there is a possibility that 

two equally stiff layups according to the effective stiffness method in reality 

would behave completely different.  

In order to realistically model the laminate it is possible to define each sheet 

individually in the stacking sequence. Every sheet is added to a shell element 

and each sheet has an integration point at its individual mid-thickness point. 

Due to the fact that each sheet has an integration point, the stress can be 

evaluated for each sheet of the composite laminate even though there is only 

one element in the thickness direction. 

Firstly, the model is tested without any delamination contact to determine if 

the global deformation and resulting load in the impact weight is realistic with 

chosen sheet modeling technique. The computational results are shown in 

Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Deflection and reaction force for completely elastic model. 

These results are in agreement with reported experimental results; see Table 3. 

Consequently, this shows that the evaluated model is a good elastic 

approximation of the real structure and usable as a starting point for further 

computational investigations.  

Table 3. Experimental and computational results with no delamination modeling. 

Results Experimental Computational 

Max. deflection [mm] 4.0 ± 6% 3.961 

Load at peak deflection 

[kN] 
9.9 ± 11% 15 
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Furthermore, the high amplitude of the reaction force, peaking at about 15 kN 

compared to 10 kN in experiments, is explained by the fact that energy 

absorbing mechanisms like delamination, matrix cracking and fiber failure are 

not present in this elastic model. The laminate behaves effectively like an 

elastic spring and the kinetic energy of the large mass is restored post-impact as 

seen in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Kinetic and internal energy for a completely elastic model. 

3.2.2 Implementing delamination 

To implement delamination the method using DYCOSS tiebreak contact, as 

described in section 3.1, is included in the laminate. Initially, only one layer of 

delamination is implemented with two shell element planes, as in Figure 14, to 

analyze the mesh dependence and convergence of the contact. 

Shell plane 1 & 2

24 sheets each

T1= T2= 3.12 mm

Tiebreak Contact

Shell plane 1 & 2

24 sheets each

T1= T2= 3.12 mm

Tiebreak Contact

 

Figure 14. Illustration of computational model with one delamination layer. 
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Since the parameters of the tiebreak contact are adjusted to account for 

different element sizes the delamination is expected to be similar between all 

mesh densities as show in Figure 15. 

10 mm2.5 mm 5 mm 10 mm2.5 mm 5 mm 10 mm2.5 mm 5 mm  

Figure 15. Predicted delaminated area in specimen with different element sizes. Red 
means complete failure has occurred (i.e. delamination) and blue is undamaged 

contact. 

Visual inspection of the delaminated area gives promising results across the 

analyzed mesh sizes for one delamination layer. However, there are other 

variables to investigate such as dissipated energy, total deformation of the plate 

and reaction force in the large mass. Furthermore, the total fracture energy and 

delaminated area can be extracted from the software as another point of 

comparison, see Table 4. 

Table 4. Dissipated energy due to surface creation and delaminated area. 

Variable 
Element size 

2.5mm 5mm 10mm 

Gtot [J] 2.007 1.710 1.291 

Adelam [mm
2
] 3325 3025 2613 

The area and dissipated energy increases slightly with mesh refinement but not 

in a diverging manner. As expected, the energy Gtot correlates well with the 

total delaminated area for each element size. Bearing in mind that the coarsest 

mesh might be a bit to coarse compared to the specimen dimensions the 

results are not considered very accurate and thus when modeling a bigger 

structure like a wing the differences would perhaps be smaller. In a global 

sense the element size does not influence the results to a great extent as seen in 

Figure 16. These results also demonstrate the fact that the adjustments of the 

DYCOSS tiebreak contact were made considering the global load maximum 

and not the exact energy or area of delamination. 
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Figure 16. Specimen center deflection and reaction force in large mass with varying 
element size and one delamination layer. 

Evaluating global response against experimental results from [9] proves that 

the model is a good approximation when delamination is considered as a 

damage mechanism. 

3.2.3 Delamination spread 

To experimentally determine the delaminated area the normal procedure is to 

perform ultra-sonic scans. This method clearly shows the amount of damage 

that the laminate has obtained but is limited because of the fact that there is no 

way of determining exactly at what depth the delamination occurred. 

Consequently, the scan will show a projected area of delamination throughout 

the thickness of the specimen and thus this is the area to which the 

computational results are compared.  

If the area from Table 4 is approximated as a circular delamination, as it more 

or less is according to [9], the radius can be obtained using equation  


delam

delam

A
r      (4) 

where rdelam is the radius of the circular delamination and Adelam is the obtained 

delaminated area. The experimental results are divided into three layers, top (t),  

middle (m) and bottom (b) but the exact layer that has delaminated or at which 

depth is not specified. Therefore, comparison of the area is only done with the 

middle (m) values, resulting in Table 5. In this table the x-direction is in the 
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length of the specimen and y is in the width of the specimen. No difference 

between x and y appeared in the computational results and therefore only one 

value is specified.  

Table 5. Comparison of middle layer delamination diameter with one layer model. 

Experimental results [mm] 

(diameter) 

Computational results [mm] 

(diameter) 

Delam. in x-dir. 37±4 Mesh Size 

Delam. in y-dir. 41±2 2.5 mm 5 mm 10 mm 

Delam. Avg. 39 65 62 58 

The high values obtained for the computationally calculated delamination 

diameter can be explained by the fact that there is no way for the delamination 

to spread through the thickness of the specimen. In order to spread the energy 

and thus the delamination across the thickness of the specimen more shell 

layers are needed. In addition, there are other energy absorbing mechanisms 

that could mitigate the spread like damage in the fibers and matrix. 

3.2.4 Multiple layer modeling 

In order to mitigate the in-plane spread of delamination, more layers of stacked 

shells are required with multiple layers of delamination contact to enable 

through-thickness spread. The considered numbers of delamination layers 

except one are five and eleven, see Figure 17. By splitting the laminate in the 

thickness direction fewer sheets are included in each element layer. 

Accordingly, five delamination contact layers result in six element layers with 

eight sheets per element and similarly four sheets per element for the eleven 

layer model.  

 

Figure 17. Stacked shell models with one, five and  
eleven delamination contact layers. 
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To ensure this type of modeling does not affect the global stiffness of the 

component the specimen center deflection is determined for each type of 

stacked shell model. Results are shown in Figure 18 where the element size is 

2.5 mm for all tests. 
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Figure 18.  Deflection of the specimen below the impact point as a  
function of numbers of delamination layers. 

This figure clearly shows that the global stiffness of the specimen is diminished 

by adding layers of contact to the laminate. Furthermore, this implies that 

more contact shell layers added to the model do not necessarily bring the 

model closer to reality as initially believed. The reason for this loss of stiffness 

is believed to be related to the stiffness in the contact between the shell layers. 

Accordingly the stiffness of the contact has to be adjusted to make it behave 

like the strength of the matrix between each layer as in reality.  

On the other hand, as more layers are implemented the in-plane spread of 

delamination should decrease. Since the global response of the one layer 

approach gave promising results, the results are compared to Table 4 with 

respect to the 2.5 mm model. The delaminated area for the multiple layer 

models is the total area over all layers, see Table 6. 

Table 6. Dissipated energy and total delaminated area for three different models. 

Variable 
Number of delamination layers 

1 5 11 

Gtot [J] 2.007 0.608 0.596 

Adelam [mm
2
] 3390 3880 3224 
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The discrepancy in the dissipated energy is not entirely understood since the 

total delaminated area is similar across the examined models. Important to 

note is the fact that the single layer simulation is modeled without symmetry 

whereas the five and eleven layer simulations are modeled using a quarter of 

the plate and symmetry boundary conditions.  

However, the assumption of smaller in-plane spread of delamination as 

numbers of layers increase seems valid as the maximum delamination radius 

for any single layer decreases when more layers are included in the model, see 

Appendix A: Figure A1–A2. Furthermore, the circular appearance of each 

delamination decreases as the laminate is divided into more and more 

orthotropic sections and thus behave more and more like the real delamination 

where the circular appearance is a projection of many different shaped 

delaminations throughout the thickness of the specimen. 

Trial and error showed that modeling three layers of delamination contact gave 

the most correct results regarding the area spread of the delamination. On the 

other hand, since layering gives a loss in overall component stiffness this 

results in an erroneous global behavior for the laminate. As a result, the choice 

between accurate delamination and global stiffness has to be made when using 

described technique. 

3.2.5 Solid model comparison 

To further investigate the possibility of modeling delamination, models with 

solid elements are compared to the shell element models. This enables the 

crushing of the impact to have effect also in the thickness direction of the 

specimen and might produce different results. Also, the shell models have 

shown a tendency to have the biggest delamination in the center of the 

specimen thickness and decreasing towards the top and bottom. This does not 

agree with experimental results where the delamination is largest at the bottom 

of the specimen and decreasing towards the top where indented.  

The model chosen for comparison is the 11-layered one with 2.5mm mesh.  

The laminate described in section 3.2.1 is modeled in the software Impetus 

with a standard quadratic 20-noded solid element. The software includes 

similar tiebreak contact functions to enable simulation of delamination with the 

stacked elements approach. ENF and DCB tests are carried out in a similar 

fashion as in section 3.1 to find the correct failure parameters when using solid 

elements.  

Since three layers gives the best approximation regarding the delaminated area 

in the shell element model, this type is also modeled and compared with the 

11-layer model. The deflection and reaction force curves for the two models 

are shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Comparison of reaction force and deflection when using 3 or 11 
delamination layers with solid modeling. 

The solid model also shows a slight loss in global stiffness as the numbers of 

layers increase but not to the same extent as when using shell elements in LS-

DYNA®. Furthermore, the results show that there exist phenomena during the 

impact scenario that cannot be correctly captured by the shell elements. As a 

result, the delamination spreads in a way resembling the experimental results 

where it increases away from the impact point, shown in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20. Delamination spread in solid model with eleven delamination layers where 
the delamination extent is marked by the white dashed line. 

This phenomenon is believed to be a result of the damage in the top layers. 

When fibers and matrix obtains damage, the bending stiffness in the upper part 

of the plate is degraded and thus cannot transfer the loads that cause 

delamination. Since the exact position and spread of the delamination through 
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the thickness is not the main concern for a wing skin, the solid modeling is 

computationally to expensive to have any practical use in current application. 

Hence, since shell elements are used for the global model, the precise 

distribution of delamination throughout the thickness of the laminate is not 

considered. 

In addition, since the software is still under development, the ability to model 

laminates by assembling them directly inside the software is not available. 

Therefore, each element layer is modeled with the stiffness calculated from 

combining multiple sheets with an orthotropic material model. This also 

affects the possibility to model failure since there is no option to model failure 

in a single layer in a stack using the failure criteria described in the next 

chapter. As a consequence, the solid model is not deemed mature enough to 

model the bird strike. 

3.2.6 Delamination in a radius 

During manufacturing of the aforementioned integrated spar, shown in Figure 

2, small radii appear in the construction. This leads to stress concentrations and 

out of plane stresses that could result in delaminations. Therefore, it is of 

interest to be able to model these sections of the structure with the described 

technique to be able to assess post-impact strength and fatigue properties in 

the component. 

 Initially a test model is produced and evaluated to investigate mesh 

dependency of the tiebreak contact that models the delamination. The model is 

described in Figure 21 and Table 7 where a force is applied to a curved beam 

with dimensions similar to the ENF and DCB test done in [7]. Only one 

delamination layer is incorporated in this trail model and the material used is 

Hexcel 6376/C defined in Table 1. 

F
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Figure 21. Left: Geometry and boundary conditions for radii test specimen.  
Right: The discretized model using LS-DYNA

®
 with 24 elements in the radius. 

A controlled displacement is applied and the resulting force is gauged until the 

bond between the two layers of shell elements catastrophically fails. The rule of 

thumb when modeling radii with finite elements is to have a smallest amount 

of elements allowed for modeling any arc in a project/model. Therefore, the 
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described model is discretized using specific amounts of elements to model the 

arc and then subjected to described loading. 

Table 7. Overview of test specimen data for radii modeling. 

Dimension Value 

r [mm] 30 

width [mm] 20 

arc length [1] 90° 

Thickness per shell [mm] 1.04 

Layup (per shell layer) [(0/±45/90)s]2 

Examined numbers of elements in radius 3, 6, 12 ,24 

Since the tiebreak (delamination) contact used for tying the element layers 

together has been adjusted to deal with varying element size, the failure load 

should be similar for all models. The resulting load-displacement for each case 

is shown in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22. Load versus displacement for model simulated with varying number of 
elements in radius. 

As the load maximum when using 24 elements in the radius is smaller than 

when using 12 elements there seems to exist a converging load maximum for 

the model. On the other hand, the number of elements in a radius greatly 

affects the result regarding final displacement at failure load. This shows that 

although the mesh dependency of the tiebreak function is reduced, this does 

not apply in all situations. 
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Assuming from previous results that six elements in a radius is sufficient to 

model a radius regarding delamination the stacked shell method is applied to a 

radius in the leading edge wing construction. At this point the radius of the 

curve is only 3 mm, see blowup in Figure 2. 

For an arc of 90° this gives a total length of 712.4
2

3 


l  mm and thus 

each element will have an edge with length 0.79 mm in the hoop direction. 

Furthermore, the thickness of the spar is of typical laminate thickness which is 

approximately 3 mm leading to that the element will have to be thicker than its 

length in the hoop direction if only one delamination layer is used. Since the 

ratio of thickness to length never should exceed one when utilizing shell 

elements this leads to a great number of layers in such small radii, the problem 

is illustrated in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23. Required amount of shell element layers in a radius to ensure thickness to 
length ratio. 

This result shows that it is impractical to model such small radii with the 

stacked shell technique in order to assess delamination. Furthermore, the 

method applied in the software to tie layers of shell elements together does not 

cope very well with curved geometry and often leads to pre-stressed states due 

to movement of nodes when tying nodes to master segments (surfaces) of shell 

elements. 
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3.2.7 Internal material damage model 

Due to the high energy of a bird impact the material strength of the composite 

skin will likely be exceeded and thus produce not only delamination but fiber 

and matrix failure in each discrete sheet of the laminate. When considering 

composite materials one method is to model four modes of failure. These 

modes are tensile and compressive failure in fibers and matrix. Using material 

model Mat54 in LS-DYNA®, which is a linear elastic composite model 

including failure, the damage in each layer of the composite layup is calculated 

via these equations [10]: 
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Failure criteron 









elastic

failed

0

0
       (9) 

where (9) holds for equation (5)-(8) and Xt and Xc is the strength value for 

tensile and compressive loads in fiber direction, Yt and Yc is the strength value 

for tensile and compressive loads in matrix direction and Sc is the shear 

strength. 
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Values of strength parameters for the used composite pre-preg HTA6376/C 

are given in Table 8. Furthermore, the shear strength Sc is set to the same value 

as Xc due to the fact that interlaminar shear failure now is modeled with 

delamination contact and should not be considered twice. According to [11] 

the parameter β, which determines the shear interaction on the tensile fiber 

failure mode, is set to β = 0.04 and thus does not affect the mode a great deal. 

Table 8. Strength data for HTA6376/C with used material model. 

Failure parameter 
Fiber (1-direction) Matrix (2-direction) 

Tensile Compressive Tensile Compressive 

Yield stress [MPa] Xt  = 1770 Xc = Sc = 1210 Yt  = 42 Yc  = 221 

Ultimate strain [1] 1.7% 1.0% 10% 10% 

To enable penetration of the wing skin the material model must include an 

erosion criterion that removes elements as they reach ultimate strain according 

to the material strength. This is included in the described model as an option 

to define failure strain at which an element cannot carry additional load. Every 

discrete sheet in an element will have individual stress evaluated in the 1- and 

2-direction, according to defined angle of the layer, and consequently will fail at 

different times. If a sheet fails the stress level in a specific sheet is held 

constant until all sheets have failed in the element; subsequently erosion of the 

element takes place. 

Due to stress concentration in the large mass impact test, erosion and 

consequently complete penetration takes place far earlier than in reality. Since 

the stress in the contact point is singular this leads to even higher stresses if the 

mesh is refined. However, the bird model is not rigid like the steel indenter and 

thus it should not produce the same concentrated stress field in the contact 

point resulting in unrealistic failure.  

The erosion based techniques has its setbacks as Loikannen et al. [12] showed 

that the amount of energy dissipated by eroding elements is not only a mesh 

dependent function but also depends on other variables, such as projectile 

shape, speed and material, when considering ballistic impact of composite 

materials. In addition, as the mesh is refined the energy needed for failure 

decreases without bounds. Accordingly, experimental data is needed to 

correlate the mesh density and ensure correct energy absorption in the 

computational model to obtain realistic results. 

3.3 Bird modeling 

To ensure that the impact will result in realistic forces and deformations when 

using the aforementioned SPH modeling technique simulation results are 

compared with experimental findings. The used SPH model has a custom 

Equation of State (EOS) provided by SAAB AB which links the internal 

volume change of the bird model with the internal pressure. To model the 

material of the bird a null material model is used with certain characteristics;  
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it has no shear stiffness, no yield strength and behaves essentially like a fluid. 

This material model must be used together with an EOS. In order to confirm 

that chosen modeling technique is accurate computational and experimental 

results are compared. 

3.3.1 Plastic deformation of aluminum plate   

The test is described in [13] where a thawed bird is launched towards an 

aluminum plate at a velocity of 152 m/s. Resulting maximum deflection of the 

plate is measured with high speed camera equipment. With a bird mass of 1.8 

kg the maximum deformation of the plate is 42.86 mm. The plate is a 6.35 mm 

thick square aluminum plate with a piecewise elastic plastic material model [14], 

using material constants given in Table 9. The elastic-plastic response of the 

material is entered in the software as a loading curve and then used to calculate 

both the elastic and plastic response of the plate when subjected to loading. 

Table 9. Material data for aluminum (T6-6061) plate used in experiment.  

Aluminum (T6-6061) 

Density 

[kg/m
3
] 

Young’s 

Modulus [GPa] 

Yield Stress 

[MPa] 

Poisson’s ratio 

[1] 

2700 68.9 276 0.33 

Modeling the SPH bird substitute as a cylinder with equal radius, length and 

mass as in the experiment and impacting the elastic-plastic aluminum plate it 

results in a deformation given in Table 10 also seen in Figure 24 and Figure 25. 

Table 10. Comparison of maximum deflection of aluminum plate. 

Maximum deflection 

[mm] 

Experimental Computed 

42.86 42.74 

Comparing the experimental deformation with the simulated one gives a 

difference of less than 0.3 %. Due to some uncertainty in the mass and velocity 

of the bird in the experiment this difference is negligible. The result adds to the 

confidence in the used bird modeling technique and provided EOS. 

t = 0.0 ms t = 0.5 ms t = 1.0 ms t = 1.5 ms t = 2.0 mst = 0.0 ms t = 0.5 ms t = 1.0 ms t = 1.5 ms t = 2.0 ms  

Figure 24. Sequence from simulation of bird (green SPH particles) impacting an 
elastic-plastic aluminum plate (red shell elements). 
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Figure 25. Maximum deflection of plate due to bird strike at t = 1.12 ms. 

3.3.2 Pressure peaks and distribution 

To further ensure the reliability of the bird model, the pressure distribution 

and initial peak pressures were compared to experimental data [15]. In that 

article, a substitute bird made of gelatin is launched toward a rigid steel wall 

with pressure sensors at certain locations from the impact centre. The 

positioning of the pressure transducers on the rigid plate and the setup for 

simulation is shown in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26. a) The location of the pressure transducers in relation to projected bird 
area on target. b) Computational setup of experiment. 

In this test the bird is modeled as a cylinder with hemispherical end caps on 

each end. The impact angle is 0° with velocity and mass equal to the 
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experimental setup, 100 m/s and 1 kg respectively. The experimental results 

from that article are not to be compared directly due to the fact that the 

authors find that the amplitudes from the pressure sensors are unphysically 

high if comparing them with the initial kinetic energy in the system. The 

authors suggest that this is most likely a result of an amplification error of the 

sensor signals somewhere in the chain of transducers, filters and amplifiers. 

Assuming the amplification is the only issue in the resulting pressures the 

results can still be used to asses the time between peaks and relative difference 

when moving out from the targets center, see Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Pressure as a function of time for different sensors.  
Left: Experimental results. [15] Right: Computational results. 

The relative amplitudes and time delay between the sensors agrees principally 

with the ones found in the experiment. The computational results are filtered 

in order to mitigate the noise in the contact. 

 After initial peak pressures have passed Wilbeck [16] suggest that there should 

be a steady state pressure level during the time it takes to compress the rest of 

the cylindrical bird substitute projectile. This effect can be seen in Figure 27 

although the discrete nature of the SPH-particles adds some oscillations to the 

results. Ultimately the results from this tests show that a realistic pressure 

distribution over time and space is achieved with the model and thus this adds 

further confidence to the bird model. 
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4. Results 
Using the previously evaluated modeling techniques a leading edge structure is 

constructed and subjected to a bird collision according to the guidelines for 

evaluation of bird collision safety of an aircraft during flight. The model is 

simulated using LS-DYNA® using fully integrated shell elements (type 16) 

without hourglass control.  

4.1 Model 

The considered model is a simplified representation of the real leading edge 

structure with dimensions similar to those of the wing, see Figure 28. This 

model has one layer of delamination modeled to include all energy absorbing 

mechanisms and to not overestimate the penetration of the bird. More layers 

were not incorporated due to stability and modeling problems found in the 

contact definition when tying curved surfaces. The composite material is 

Hexcel HTA6376/C with elastic properties according to Table 1. Since the 

failure of this kind of material is brittle, there is no plasticity to consider and 

the failure is described by setting maximum stress and strain limits according to 

Table 8. Due to lack of data, strain rate hardening effects are not considered in 

this material model.  

 

Figure 28. Simplified model of a CFRP leading edge with integrated spar. 

The composite layup is the same as given in previous tests with 48 sheets, each 

sheet 0.13 mm, and a total thickness of 6.24 mm. Since the model has a 

delamination layer the complete layup is divided into two layers of shell 

elements with 24 internally modeled sheets each, see Figure 29. 
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Figure 29. The division of the composite layup into two equally thick parts (1 and 2) in 
order to enable delamination. Delamination contact activated at red striped lines. 

The exact stacking sequence of the layups can be found in Appendix A: Figure 

A3 where both layups number 1 and 2 are completely symmetrical and have a 

total individual thickness of 3.12 mm. 

In agreement with preceding analysis the bird should be modeled as a cylinder 

with hemispherical end caps. The exact geometrical dimensions are taken from 

standard test procedure at SAAB AB and are depicted in Figure 30. The 

volume of the shape is filled with SPH particles with a density that results in 

the correct mass of the bird. 

60 mm

120 mm

60 mm60 mm

120 mm

60 mm

 

Figure 30. Dimensions of cylindrical bird model. 
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4.2 Boundary conditions 

The whole model is symmetrical in the wingspan direction and thus only half 

the bird and wing section is modeled to save computational time. In the 

symmetrical cutting plane boundary conditions are applied to inhibit rotation 

and displacement out of the plane according to standard convention when 

modeling symmetry boundary. 

4.2.1 Bird  

The bird is modeled using the methods described in section 3.3 with standard 

test speed and weight according to Table 11. The angle of attack is zero 

degrees as this is believed to transfer most energy into the structure and the 

point of impact is at the symmetry line of the wing profile if cut horizontally. 

Table 11. Test parameters for bird model. 

Velocity [m/s] Vc = 164.62 

Mass [kg] m = 1.814 

In this test the impact energy of the projectile is of many magnitudes higher 

than in previous delamination tests. Using equation (3) the bird model’s kinetic 

energy is approximately 25 kJ in contrast to 30J. As a consequence the same 

laminate is subjected to 833 times more energy in this impact scenario. 

4.2.2 Wing 

The only boundary conditions prescribed for the wing section is the symmetry 

conditions due to the fact that there is no information available about the exact 

fixture and preloading of this mockup structure. These boundary conditions 

are idealized considering that there are no tensile or compressive loads present 

and unlike a real wing the structure is completely unstressed before impact. 

This means that the results are conservative if compared to a realistically 

loaded structure. Thus, if the bird penetrates the skin in this unloaded 

configuration it would most likely do so when loaded. Although, when 

considering delamination, experiments have shown that tensile preloading can 

mitigate the spread [11] and consequently the statement about conservatism is 

not valid when considering delamination. 
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4.3 Simulation 

The bird model impacts the skin and completely perforates the leading edge 

with considered laminate thickness and strength model described in previous 

sections. In addition the integrated spar is partially separated from the skin of 

the wing as it catches the residual kinetic energy of the bird model. The 

delamination is essentially spread over the whole model at the end of the 

simulation time. Figure 31 is a time-lapse of the impact event where the model 

is reflected at the symmetry plane. The complete event lasts 5 ms. 

 

Figure 31. Time lapse of collision event starting in the upmost left corner.  
Time step between pictures is 0.5 ms. 

On impact the bird material starts to spread but most of the mass enters the 

wing interior and continues to damage the structure, see Figure 32 for a blow 

up. This could lead to penetration of fuel tanks and other sensitive 
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components of the aircraft and thus reinforcement is needed in vital areas of 

the wing structure. Considering that the wing movement is not restricted 

normal to the bird trajectory these results are conservative compared to real 

world scenarios. Therefore, it is likely that the damage would have been even 

greater with more realistic boundary conditions and preloading of the 

structure. 

 

Figure 32. Blow up time lapse of the model. Time step between pictures is 0.5 ms. 

To assess structural integrity post-impact, the spread of delamination is an 

important factor. The single layer of delamination contact incorporated in this 

simulation does not consider the radii of the model since difficulties described 

in section 3.2.6 obstructed such modeling. Accordingly, delamination contact is 

only applied between the larger surfaces in Figure 29 and not in the radii. 
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Furthermore, as the integrated spar simply ripped of when the radius of size 3 

mm was modeled with four elements, these sharp corners were removed in 

order to simplify the model and to focus on the global behavior and impact 

resistance of the leading edge. 

A time lapse of the delamination is shown in Figure 33. This time lapse covers 

only half of the simulation time since the visual results become unusable at the 

end of the simulation. This stems from the fact that LS-DYNA® continues to 

visualize eroded elements when considering delamination in contrast to normal 

visualization. The artifacts produced by this problem can be seen in the last 

few steps of the time lapse as fragments starting protrude out of the model. 

 

Figure 33. Time lapse of delamination. Time between pictures is 0.25 ms. 
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At the end of the simulation the whole structure is essentially delaminated and 

all the kinetic energy of the bird is transferred to the structure. Considering the 

amount of energy and the blunt appearance of the wing tip the skin 

penetration is deemed to be a realistic result. However, there are many 

uncertainties that should not be overlooked. Firstly, the erosion of the shell 

elements has no direct connection to the amount of energy the material 

actually can absorb before failure. Instead, it is a mesh dependent function 

without any bounds as stated in [12]. Secondly, the delamination cannot spread 

through the thickness of the laminate since only one layer is modeled here. 

Also, more energy spent at delamination and damage would decrease the 

penetration and residual kinetic energy in the bird after penetration.  
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5. Conclusions  
In this master thesis project a composite wing leading edge subjected to impact 

has been studied. Comparisons with experimental data showed that 

delamination can be modeled using contact between shell layers in FE analysis. 

Furthermore, the simulated delamination area and energy absorbed by 

propagating a delamination crack is strongly dependent on mesh size and 

numbers of layers modeled.  

To accurately describe the laminate and its properties a stacked shell model 

was used to enable delamination between multiple layers in the composite 

stack. General belief was that more delamination contact layers would lead to 

results closer to reality regarding deformation and delamination. However, this 

was not the case since further layering of the model made it more compliant 

and thus not behaving as the real laminate anymore. This loss of stiffness is 

mainly due to the fact that the contact stiffness is time step controlled and not 

a material constant i.e. the shear modulus of the epoxy matrix in the material. 

There are options in the software to control the contact stiffness, but these 

were not examined in this thesis project. 

If only considering delamination in a fiber composite laminate during impact 

the delamination can be greatly overestimated. Accordingly, a material model 

including damage was used for the simulations to mitigate the spread of 

delamination and include all energy absorbing phenomena encompassed by the 

material. Furthermore, when the leading edge of a wing is subjected to in-flight 

impact the main concern is the penetration of the wing skin. Spread of debris 

and bird fragments could potentially impact the fuel tank and other sensitive 

equipment inside the wing structure. Thus the failure of the skin must be 

adequately modeled to predict if penetration occurs or not. 

In order to allow penetration into the interior of the wing the finite elements 

have erosion criteria based on damage accumulated in the stacked composite 

material model. When the stresses in all layers of the shell element exceed the 

maximum allowed stress in a certain element it is unable to carry any more load 

and follows an ideally plastic curve until failure strain is reached. Subsequently, 

the specific element is removed from the simulation. To correlate experimental 

results with computational models, there is a need for data concerning soft 

body penetration of thin composite structures as these phenomena are highly 

complex to model and the element erosion should be correlated to 

experimental data in order to have confidence in the results. 

Due to the fact that the most frequently used type of elements in aeronautical 

FEA are shell elements, it is important to consider that some effects are likely 

not accurately described by the two dimensional stress state those elements can 

represent. The out of plane stress during impact is one case where there exists 

a complicated stress state not perfectly described by shell elements.  
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Therefore, the out of plane damage in the laminate becomes difficult to assess 

with the in plane damage mechanisms governing the shell built laminate model. 

Due to the limitations of shell elements attempts at modeling sharp corner 

delamination with multiple shell layers has not been successful. Difficulties 

arise from the fact that to achieve a very small radius the corner has to be 

divided into a number of shell elements. This leads to very thin elements in the 

tangential direction whilst the thickness of element is constant. Consequently, 

the thickness to length ratio grows beyond reasonable limits for these 

elements. When using shell elements, common practice is to never exceed a 

ratio of one for the thickness to length ratio and accordingly this nullifies any 

results from such elements. 

The bird impact simulation shows that composite panels most likely will fail 

when subjected to the standard bird mass and velocity test. However, as the 

parameters controlling the rupture, i.e. failure of the finite elements, is 

uncertain and highly mesh dependent more research is needed to understand 

the phenomenon fully. 

5.1 Suggestions for further studies 

Further studies could be done towards completely representing the 

delamination in the material model and thus make the stacked shell technique 

obsolete. The foremost problem with such a model is the inability to model 

out of plane strains and stresses when using shell elements. This limitation is 

inherent to all shell elements and is thus hard to overcome. Another possible 

solution is to couple solid elements with shell elements where needed in order 

to have practically useful models and at the same time a possibility to assess 

sharp corner delamination and degradation of stiffness. Additionally, as the 

computing power increases it is only a matter of time before large models with 

only solid elements will become ubiquitous in the aerospace industry. 

Additionally, the failure and crack growth of composite plates subjected to out 

of plane impacts needs to be further analyzed. A suggestion is to examine the 

possibility to create erosion models based on energy instead of strain and stress 

to possibly mitigate the strong mesh dependence seen in analysis today. 
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7. Appendix A 
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Figure A1. Spread of delamination when modeling 5 layers of tiebreak contact. 
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Figure A2. Spread of delamination when modeling 11 layers of tiebreak contact. 
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Figure A3. Stacking sequence of the modeled composite layup. 



 


